
Relief Printmaking – Lino Block 

“protruding surface faces 
of the matrix (printing 
plate or block) are inked; 
recessed areas are ink 
free” 

Relief printing defined: 
protruding 
surface  

recessed 
areas  



Lino Block or Printmaking Plate 

Any parts of the design not to be 
printed, must first be cut away 
using special lino-cutting tools.  

Lino-cutting tools 









What is wrong with this printing plate?  

All Text or words must be backwards when 
you cut the plate! 



This is an example of a 4 colour reduction lino block print 
The artist used the same printing block to create a print 
with many colours. For this to work you have to pre-plan 
you colours in reverse order. Then you have to print 
each colour on several pieces of paper (to get many 
prints). Then you have to register or line-up the colours 
for the other layers very carefully.  



This artist is mixing the inks before the ink is applied to the block. Custom 
colours or colours you create yourself make the print more individual and 
demonstrate your own personal style more effectively. 





This is a great example of a lino block relief print. Notice the entire area or block 
is filled with image. 



This is the same lino block relief print with a simple red ink printed first to create 
a more angry mood to the artwork.  Notice that the two colour areas are not 
registered or line-up exactly? 

Mis-
registration 
or not lined 
up correctly 



This is the same lino block relief print again but this time it is with an analogous 
range of inks (yellow, orange, red).  For this the artist placed 3 strips of inks on 
the inking plate, then rolled it to mix it.  



Details Count! You need to make sure that you are using 80% of the 
block. You must achieve a chosen type of balance successfully. The 
above print is Symmetrical.  



Define the Subject Matter –  
 

The image the viewers can easily 
identify in a work of art 

Subject Matter Examples: 

Figural Art 
(People or 

Animals and 
their actions) 

Still Life 
(inanimate 

objects) 

Non-objective 
(Design 

shapes, lines & 
textures) 

Landscape 
(Places and 

spaces) 



Background, Foreground & Mid-ground 
Artworks have geographical bearings. We can describe where, within the space 
of the painting, or the picture plane we want to look. Left or right? Top or bottom? 
But we also feel, when we view a picture, that some areas of the image are 
closer to us, and some areas are farther away. An artwork creates the illusion of 
three-dimensional pictorial space with perceptible depth.  

Because the sheep and the fence appear closer 
to us, we say they're in the foreground of the 
image. The foothills appear far away, so they're 
in the background. Mid-ground, as you probably 
guessed, is how we describe parts of the image 
that appear to be deeper than the foreground 
but not so deep as the background.  
Background/foreground is more than a way of 
describing depth perception in realistic pictures. 
Even in abstract images, we get a feeling that 
some of the image is near (foreground) and 
some is far (background). 

Develop the Subject Matter – 















Inking the world’s largest Linoleum block – getting ready to print 














